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 Tooting Commons Management Advisory Committee 

Minutes of the meeting of Monday 2 December at 7pm in the Woodfield Pavilion, 16a 

Abbotswood Road, SW16 1AP 

 

Members Present: 

Matthew Billson 

Jeremy Clyne 

Leonie Cooper 

Sally Fleming 

Anthony Gilmour 

Richard Glassborow (Vice Chair) 

Oliver Griffiths 

Mark Jordan 

Michael Langdon 

Duncan Macdonald 

Mike Morley-Fletcher 

Elisabeth Powell 

Andrew Sharp (Chair) 

Adam Smith 

Nabi Toktas 

In Attendance: 

Neil Blackley: Head of Parks, Enable L & C 

Steve Biggs: Inspector, Parks and Events Police 

Dave Carter: The Great Outdoor Gym Company 

Arif Choudury: The Great Outdoor Gym 

Company 

Cara Gibson: Events Accounts Manager 

(Outdoor Venues/Health and Safety Coordinator, 

Enable L & C. 

Caroline Lacey 

 

Apologies: 

David Chambers 

Clare Fraser 

Deuan German 

Oliver Griffiths 

Simon Ingyon 

Sarah McDermott 

Peter Ramell 

Mark Shotton 

Mike Squires 

Jenny Thewlis 

 

 
Agenda Items Actions  Actions 

1. Acceptance of Apologies and other member business. 

The apologies were accepted. 

 

2. Minutes of the meeting of Thursday 24 October 2019   

The minutes were accepted. 

3. Matters arising (not covered below) and agenda review. 

No extra matters arose. 

4.  Declarations of Interest. 

Anthony Gilmour, Elisabeth Powell and Andrew Sharp declared in relation to item 6iv., 

that they were trustees of The Woodfield Project the Abbotswood Road entrance of 

which would feature a notice if it were decided that one was appropriate at that location. 

5. Reports from Council. 

i. Parks Report 

The report was received, having been presented and spoken to by Neil Blackley. He 

was thanked for presenting the report and for his attending the rest of the meeting to 

answer queries. 

ii. Parks Police Report. 

The report was received, having been presented by Steve Biggs.  
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He noted that illegal parking was the main continuing occasion for Parks Police 

intervention; that there were problems with cycling on the path parallel with Western 

Drive; that outdoor campers and sleepers were subject to welfare checks so ensure their 

best living provision. Mark Jordan raised the public order/crime problems (youths on 

motor scooters and in threating groups) on the northern fringe of the Triangle and 

under the railway bridge at its eastern end--Bleaks Bridge. Inspector Biggs assured the 

members that patrols (often plain clothed) by the MET and the Parks Police had been 

increased. He advised members to check Bedford Ward Crime Statistics 

(https://www.ukcrimestats.com/Subdivisions/LBW/11153/ ) as a measure of progress 

on such matters. The matter of casual users of commons’ fields when they were too 

wet for organised usage was canvassed. 

He confirmed again that what used to be called Dog Prohibition Orders would be 

widely consulted at some length in the new year, with an eye to making modest 

changes to the Public Space Protection Orders (PSPOs) in which they were now 

incorporated. He was thanked for his report and for his contribution to discussions. 

 

6. Other Council Business. 

i. Events Licenses. Cara Gibson outlined and answered questions on the 

changes she proposed to Events Licenses on Tooting Common. The members 

thought the changes to be reasonable and were reassured by the closing times 

proposed and the arrangements for fencing off (and not fencing off) the events 

under consideration. Films, for instance, would be shown during a season when 

darkness fell early enough for a reasonable finish time. She answered questions 

on the destination of profits arising from events. She was thanked for her 

attendance and contribution to the discussion.  

ii. Gym Equipment. Arif Choudury introduced Dave Carter who presented 

some thoughts on how the Tooting Commons might adopt and adapt The Great 

Outdoor Gym Company’s apparatus arrays. The members were told of the 

available ground cover, the colours of the arrays, and of the price range 

available for different set-ups.  

The two were thanked for their attendance, and Dave was thanked for his 

presentation. In view of time pressure, the meeting decided to defer full 

discussion until the next meeting. 

iii. Traffic calming: Bedford Hill. Anthony Gilmour outlined reasons for 

serious consideration being given to traffic calming measures including 

introducing and policing a 20 mph. speed limit on Bedford Hill, and 

reactivating the speed indicator flashing sign further north west of the common. 

The reasons included the recent death of a pedestrian at the south west end of 

the road. 

Members resolved: that such a suggestion be made to Wandsworth Council in 

the most emphatic terms. 

iv Notice at entrance to the common from Abbotswood Rd. Anthony 

Gilmour proposed a cabinet notice board at 16a Abbotswood Road, containing 

information about events on the common. This was considered too obtrusive by 

the meeting. Most preferred a smaller, flat sign, simply indicating an entrance to 

the common. Duncan MacDonald objected to any sign there in grounds that it 

would attract motor traffic in an already congested street. No resolution was 

reached by the meeting, and the question was left in the hands of Enable.  

 

Carry over questions 

of cycling and youth 

menace 
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to 14 January meeting. 
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Clyne will prepare a 

draft letter for the 

Chair to check and the 

members to consider. 
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v. Café litter. Correspondence was noted, and an improvement noted. 

vi. Pond signage and garish orange netting around the aerators.  

Correspondence noted, in which Valerie Selby, Parks Development and 

Biodiversity Officer, has undertaken to provide further information. She 

apologises for not having it for this meeting. 

vii. Elmbourne Road Path resurfacing. Correspondence between Andrew 

consultation and Hughie Walsh, Head of Highways and David Tidley, 

Transport Strategy Manager. It was noted to be a matter for the Engineering 

who replied that there was no current plan to repair or replace the path, and that 

repairs would take place when safety concerns required it. 

viii. Commons’ Management Contract. The members, having read the 

proposed detailed amendments to the Services Specification for Leisure and 

Culture Services, indicated their approval of their content as indicating the 

kinds of areas they were concerned with, though they had not seen the Services 

Specification themselves. Having read a letter from the Chair of the 6 Friends 

and MACs groups to Cllr Sutters, they thought that that letter should ask her 

directly to consider instructing council officers to allow the group to comment 

on those elements of the completed contract relevant to their concerns. 

Commending the consultation process carried out by the officers responsible for 

contracts, they thought the letter might also ask that Cllr Sutter instruct them to 

carry out similar processes when maintenance contracts are prepared and 

finalised in 2020. But they were happy to accept the letter, appropriately 

updated, as it was. 

 

The meeting was happy to hear that Enable had been awarded the management 

contract for Leisure and Culture Services. 

 

ix. Poor upkeep of Graveney Wood. A letter by Leonie Cooper (Minutes 10 

September 6iii) complaining of the state of Graveney Wood and the fact of no 

direct reply were considered. Members spoke of the large amount of litter, 

including used toilet paper, nitrous oxide Whipper Bulbs, drink containers etc. 

to be found in the woods. The need for a deep clean was stressed. 

 

Neil reported that id Verde’s Maintenance Contact required only one day a 

week’s litter picking on the commons. The meeting resolved: to urge that 

greater emphasis be given to keeping the commons clean when the general 

maintenance contract for the Tooting Commons is put out to tender in 2021. 

 

x. Cyclists’ use of path parallel to West Drive. Leonie Cooper’s letter to 

Chair re cyclists’ use of the path was noted, but consideration was deferred.  

 
7. Subcommittee business. 

i. Additions to website. The meeting thought that it would be good to advertise more 

directly, the time and place of the next meeting, and to populate a site with records of 

TCMAC’s planning comments. 

ii. A subcommittee on planning matters? 

 

8.  Planning Applications. 

i. Telecoms mast Dr Johnson Avenue. 2019/4856. Material relating to the law and 

Wandsworth guidelines was tabled. Andrew indicated that further guidance might be found 

 

 

Valerie Selby to 

communicate 
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feeling of the meeting 

to Peter Ramell, Chair 

of the 6 groups. 
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in the London Plan and the National Plan Policy Framework (NPPF).  

It was resolved: to object strongly to the application in the light of the law and 

guidelines. 

ii. Lido Arches. It was noted that Andrew reported that he had supported the proposal 

during the consultation period and did not think that further action would be 

necessary. 

iii. Triangle development. TFC Leisure Ltd. 2019/4206: The meeting noted 

Andrew’s comments and objections, and thanked him for making the submission. 

iv. Lido green roofing 2019/4456. The application was for the removal of planning 

condition in 2019/2987, that a green roof be provided on the pumphouse rebuild. The 

meeting noted the application and a response from a council officer. It was resolved: 

to oppose the application on grounds that there seemed insufficient reason given to 

waive an essential condition of the planning permission. 

 

9. Review of the Tooting Common Management and Maintenance Plan 

It has been proposed that TCMA members acquaint themselves with the plan, to 

update any information there, and to note what we might suggest changing. 

 

9. Members’ observations and questions.  

  

 

10. Announcements of upcoming events 

 11 December FOTC litter pick at café 

 1 January. New Year’s Day walk, afternoon. Details later. 

  

11. Other business. 

 

Next meetings:  

Tuesday 14 January 2020 

Wednesday 26 February 2020 

Thursday 8 April 2020 

Monday 18 May 2020 

APM, Tuesday 23 June 2020  

Monday 27 July 2020 
 

Documents/Planning 

Andrew 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Andrew 

 

 

 

 

 

Deferred until the next 

meeting 

 

 


